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BIOTECHNOLOGY CONGRESS: BIOTECHNICA '87 processes involving genetically modified
HANNOVER cells. Summaries of the presentations in

the scientific section are presented in

1 INTRODUCTION this report. There is no plan to publish
the proceedings of this biotechnology

The third international exhibition congress.
and congress for biotechnology was held,
as were the first and second, in Hann- The Opening Plenary Lecture

over, West Germany, from 22 through 24 E. Katchalski-Katzir (Department of
September 1987. More than 4000 partici- Biotechnology, Tel Aviv University, Tel

pants from a total of 29 countries at- Aviv and the Weizmann Institute of Sci-
tended Biotechnica '87. Of these par- ence, Rehovot, Israel) presented the
ticipants, 25 percent came from non- opening plenary lecture of the congress.
European countries. The industrial sec- In his excellent lecture, Katchalski-

tor, universities, and research insti- Katzir, an internationally recognized
tutes were strongly represented with the scientist as well as a former president
majority from industrial organizations. of Israel, gave a historical background
Two-thirds of the participants play a key of the development of biotechnology and
or influential role in purchase deci- discussed the impact of the basic sci-

sions. Interest was focused on scientific ences on modern biotechnology. Because
and technological innovations in biotech- his talk emphasized the importance of the
nological products and processes as well role played by the basic sciences, I will
as on laboratory and plant engineering, summarize it.

More than 400 exhibitors showed He said that the remarkable dis-
their products in a recently enlarged coveries in molecular biology, which can
exhibition area. The 1987 exhibitors, as be attributed in turn to fundamental
compared with those at the 1986 congress findings in biochemistry, biophysics and

exhibition, were mainly from European genetics, have given rise to prodigious
countries. This is indicative of the developments in the various areas of
increasing role of BIOTECHNICA in inte- modern biotechnology. Biotechnology today
grating European biotechnological re- has thus been established as a discipline
search and industry. For the first time combining the findings of molecular biol-
countries like France, the UK, Spain, and ogy with those of modern chemical, phar-
Hungary (and also Australia) participated maceutical, and agricultural technology.

with national stands. In addition, coun- The living world is characterized
tries such as the US, the German Demo- both by enormous diversity and by

cratic Republic (East Germany), and the striking uniformity. Life processes going
Netherlands also had larger exhibition on in the cell are surprisingly alike

stands than at the 1986 congress. throughout the plant and anlwal kingdoms.
Biotechnology research institutes Moreover, the cells of prokaryotes and of

and enterprises seeking cooperation part- eukaryotes contain remarkably similar
ners for technological developments and consituents, notably the proteins which
services formed an impressive sector of are responsible for the cell's chemical
the exhibition. The largest groups were and physicochemical activities and the
equipment and process engineering com- nucleic acids in which the cell's heredi-
panies, which traditionally are inter- tary properties are encoded. Elucidation

mediaries In the transfer of research of the molecular structure and function
results into application. They play a and the mode of action of different pro-
key role in industrial know-how for bio- teins continues to absorb the interest of
technology. In the scientific field, the scientists involved in basic research.
applicatlon-oriented international con- Particularly noteworthy is the pro-

gress focused on three topics: (1) poly- gress attained in the elucidation of the
peptides in medical therapy, (2) enzymat- three-dimensional structure and mode of
ic and microbial transformation, and (3) action of enzymes (such as lysozyme,



chymotrypsin, hexokinase, and citrate Important new developments in basic
synthetase); monoclonal antibodies (such research which are of relevance for bio-
as those prepared against lysozyme, neur- technology include:
aminidase, and other antigens), membrane
proteins (such as receptors for insulin, e The devising of a technique for site-
gamma amino butyric acid [GABA]), and directed mutagenesis
the beta-adrenergic stimulants; the ion- e The design of new vectors and new
gates; and photoreceptors (such as bac- methods of gene transfer into higher
teriorhodopsin). plants and animals

Information has also been acquired e Clarification of the mechanisms in-
on new structures of DNA (such as the volved in electron transfer within a
Z-DNA whose conformation is markedly dif- single protein and between proteins
ferent from that of the well-known A- and e Computer-assisted modeling of proteins
B-DNA) and on conformational alterations and nucleic acids
which occur in DNA and seem to play an e Improved theoretical analysis of the
important role in determining gene reg'- fntra- and intermolecular forces ex-
lation and transcription. The recent de- isting within proteins and nucleic
termination by x-ray and computer graph- acids, and predictions of conforma-
ic techniques of the three-dimensional tional fluctuations and changes in
structure of repressors (such as the Trp- these biopolymers under well-specified
repressor and the lambda repressor) and conditions.
of regulatory proteins as well as the
prediction of their specific interactions The above developments can be ex-
with DNA, sheds new light on the protein pected, according to Katchalski-Katzir,
regulatory mechanisms involved in gene to lead in a number of new directions.
expression. One can envisage, for example, exciting

Some of the techniques derived from new insights into biocatalysis, with
findings in molecular biology have opened spin-offs in the production of enzymes
the way to further explorations in molec- and enzyme reactors having prespecified
ular biology and have made new inroads characteristics. They might also lead to
in biotechnology. Technologies which have an increasing number of transgenic plants
already become classical include: (i.e., plants resistant to various herbi-

cides and pests) and animals having de-
" The solid-phase synthesis of oligopep- sired traits. The possible development of

thes snolihasesynthes biochips as an alternative to the stand-
tides and oligonucleotides ard semiconductor chips is being con-
New techniques (such as chromatog- sidered in industry; if successful, this
raphy, high-performance liquid chrom- could lead to far-reaching progress in
atography and affinity chromatography) bioelectronics. Computer display and
for the isolation and purification of modeling of the structural information
materials derived from living orga- revealed by protein and nucleic acid

" Novel methods of tissue culture cul- crystallography should facilitate the
ture from plants and animals design and development of new proteins

" The various cell-fusion techniques and and new drugs. Finally, the growing

the formation of hybridoma. cells amount of information acquired by molecu-the ormaion f hbridma clls lar biologists on the life processes in
" Preparation of immobilized enzymes and labiogssnth lfepcsesncells prokaryotes and eukaryotes will unques-

Rcl n Dtionably be of great practical interest
traRecombin plantN tcog and gene. to scientists working in biotechnology.

Katchalski-Katzir stated that modern

biotechnologists can be proud of their
Many of these techniques have been suc- achievements attained to date in the
cessfully applied in industry, agricul- chemical industry (for example, the use
ture and health-care. of enzyme reactors In the production of
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fructose-enriched syrup and of 6-amino at KabiGen and inserted into the pro(uc-
penicillanic acid), in the pharmaceutical tion plasmid pZZ. This plasmid cor.tains
industry (for example, the production of a promoter and a signal sequence from the
growth hormones, Factor VIII, inter- Staphylococcus aureus protein A gene and
leukins I and II, interferons, vaccines the "ZZ-DNA fragment," which was also
and receptors), and in agriculture (for synthetically made. The ZZ fragment is
example, plant tissue culturing, and the structurally related to the protein A
design of genetically modified plants and gene. The ZZ protein has similar IgG-
animals). He thinks that new insights and binding properties to the S. aureus pro-
achievements in the basic life sciences tein A. The IGF-I gene is inserted in
will inevitably promote further progress phase after the ZZ gene and the construc-
in the biotechnological production of new tion is introduced into E. coli by trans-
species and new products of value, formation. As described by Josephson,

this system has the following interesting
2 POLYPEPTIDES IN THERAPY features: (I) the protein A promoter, to-

gether with a signal sequence, contri-
Production and Isolation of Peptide Hor- butes to a high production level as well
mones as secretion of the fusion product ZZ-

New methods for the production and IGF-I into the culture medium in E. cZi
isolation of peptide hormones including and (2) the growth medium can be applied
the genetic engineering of the insulin- to an affinity gel (IgG-Sepharose column)
like growth factor-I (IGF-I) were dis- which binds the ZZ-IGF-I fusion protein.
cussed by S. Josephson (KabiGen AB, This method effects a 90-percent purifi-
Stockholm, Sweden). Many of the studies cation of the fusion product in one step.
were carried out in collaboration with The affinity-purified fusion protein
scientists at Sweden's Royal Institute of is cleaved by a chemical method. A second
Technology and the Karolinska Institute, IgG-Sepharose column step separates the
Stockholm, Sweden. The somatomedians or cleaved ZZ part from the protein (IGF-I).
IGF's consist of the homologous peptides Finally, the IGF-I is further purified
IGF-I and IGF-II as well as their vari- using ion-exchange chromatography fol-
ants. The IGF's show conformational sim- lowed by size-exclusion chromatography.
ilarity to insulin, proinsulin, and re- This method has been used for purifica-
laxin and consist of A- and B-domains tion of IGF-I on a 100-mg scale. The
homologous to those of insulin. The IGF's pure IGF-I has been compared with native
have diverse biological functions. IGF-I human IGF-I isolated from plasma. The
appears to be a major regulating hormone recombinant IGF-I compares favorably with
of postnatal growth, but the role of IGF- the native material In a radio receptor
II is still unclear. Most tissues appear assay, and is currently being tested in
to be targets for IGF-I action, as indi- animal systems to measure its potential
cated by the presence of receptors on a as a growth stimulator. KabiGen, in
wide variety of organs and cells. The collaboration with the Royal Institute
research on somatomedians has so far been of Technology, Alfa Laval, and Pharmacia
hampered by the shortage of material, has scaled up this production and puri-
since only a few milligrams of IGF-I can fication system to 1000 liters. The pro-
be purified from a ton of human plasma. duction system is currently being used
With the use of recombinant DNA technol- for the production of other peptide
ogy it is now possible to obtain pure hormones--i.e., human secretin, vasoac-
IGF-I in amounts sufficient not only for tive intestinal peptide, brain-IGF, and
basic research purposes, but also for IGF-II.
studies relating to specific clinical Another use for KabiGen's produc-
applications such as wound healing and tion system has recently been found: it
growth of cartilage and bone. can be used as a general method to ob-

The IGF-I gene was chemically syn- tain specific antibodies both against
thesized on a DNA synthesizer developed peptide hormones (i.e., IGF-I, IGF-II and
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secretin) and short peptides. Josephson cancer therapy are the main areas of
thinks that the very good antibody re- clinical interest. The complementary DNA
sponse with the ZZ system might be due to (cDNA) gene of IL-2 has been cloned. In
the stimulation of the immune system with an attempt to characterize IL-2 upon pro-
the ZZ part of the fusion protein. He duction in different mammalian cell
stated that the above aspects present an types, Hauser and his coworkers have ge-
excellent way of preparing new vaccines netically engineered the gene to be ef-
since: (1) the production level of the ficiently expressed. For this purpose,
fusion protein is very high (800 to 1500 vectors with various viral and cellular
mg/l) and (2) the immune response is very promoters were constructed. In addition,
strong. KabiGen has also developed two retroviral vectors, based on the murine
new peptide-based animal vaccines which myeloproliferative sarcoma virus (MPSV),
are currertly being tested. KabiGen has were developed, allowing transfer of for-
patent applications on all the methods eign genes in a variety of different ro-
described above. dent cell types. To improve expression

of these constructs, different parts of
Human Interleukin from Recombinant Mam- the structural IL-2 gene with and without
malian Cell Lines intronic DNA sequences were integrated

H. Hauser (Institute for Biotechnol- into these vectors and introduced into
ogy Research, Braunschweig, West Germany) different cell types. Selected recom-
reported on human interleukin from recom- binant hamster CHO, BHK, and mouse L-
binant ma'aalian cell lines. Interleukins cells constitutively secreted IL-2 at a
comprise a class of polypeptides regu- level of I microgram per 106 cells in 24
lating growth and differentiation of lym- hours. IL-2 was purified from serum-free
phocytes and other cells active in immune cell culture supernatants in a two-step
responses. The synthesis of these sub- procedure. For comparison, extraction of
stances as well as the exerted biological natural IL-2 from stimulated peripheral
effects are part of the complex network blood lymphocytes and from a tumor T-cell
of differentiation and function of the line (Jurkat) was carried out, and the
immune system. Interleukins are secreted biological activity and biochemical prop-
h," defined classes of producer cells upon erties of IL-2 from these sources were
intrinsic signals. Interleukin functions analyzed. No significant differences
on the target cells are mediated by in- were found with respect to the biological
teraction with specific membrane recep- activity and to the protein moiety. How-
tors. The most extensively studied in- ever, differences were found in the per-
terleukin is IL-2, also called T-cell centage of secreted IL-2 molecules con-
growth factor (TCGF). It is produced by taining a carbohydrate side chain and in
T-lymphocvtes upon antigenic or mitogenic the content of sugars in this single
stimulation. In order to be biologically glycosyl moiety.
active, IL-2 must interact with its mem- Recombinant cell lines producing IL-
bran,_ receptor, the IL-2-receptor. 11-2 2 were grown in fermenters under various
was recognized for its ability to promote conditions including serum-free media,
the proliferation of activated T-lympho- thus allowing the purification of se-
cytes--a prerequisite for cytolytic ac- creted IL-2 with low protein contamina-
tion. Moreover, it plays a role in dif- tion.
ferentiation, modulates the expression of In order to understand the interac-
cell surface markers, and affects the tion of receptor with ligand, the IL-2
release of gamma interferon in certain receptor gene (Tac) was expressed in mam-
subcellular subsets. malian cell lines. According to Hauser,

The production of large quantities site-specific mutagenesis in the genes of
in pure form of IL-2 is a prerequisite IL-2 and Tac will allow the testing of
for biochemical and functional studies as mutants with respect to protein-protein
well as for clinical trials. Immuno- recognition. In combination with struc-
deficiencies, organ transplantation, and tural data of these compounds this could
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lead to the modeling of low molecular acids 1 to 126). It seems that under
weight substances, normal physiological conditions only a 28

amino acid C-terminal portion (ANF 99 to
Atrial Natriuretic Factors 126) of the prohormone is released into

Methods for the production and iso- the blood stream. ANF 99 to 126 retains
lation of atrial natriuretic factors full vasoactive, natriuretic, and di-
(ANF) and their clinical application were uretic activity.
reported by K.D. Ddhler (Bissendorf GmbH, Currently available conventional
Wedemark, West Germany) in collaboration preparations for the treatment of hyper-
with W.G. Forssmann (Anatomical Insti- tension, renal failure, and various
tute, University of Heidelberg, West Ger- edematous states (heart failure, ascites,
many). A number of clinically important etc.) have important limitations and un-
disease states are characterized by ab- desirable side effects. Thus, it would
normal fluid volume retention. Conges- be of great medical and commercial value
tive heart failure, cirrhosis of the to produce and develop atrial natriuretic
liver, and the nephrotic syndrome each factors which can regulate blood pressure
lead to excessive fluid accumulation in and kidney function by providing a om-
the body. An increase in extracellular plete but controlled range of physiolog-
fluid volume is also thought to contri- ical responses.
bute to the development of hypertension. In recent years ANF 99-126 has been
Hypertension, or chronically elevated applied to human volunteers and to
blood pressure, is one of the major patients with various diseases such as
causes of illness and death worldwide. severe heart failure, renal failure,
In many instances, the retention of ex- chronic liver disease with ascites, hy-
cessive fluid and hypertension are the pertension, heart transplantation, and
result of an impaired capacity of the kidney transplantation. Synthetic ANF
kidneys to excrete sodium (natriuresis) 99-126 was shown to reduce blood pressure
and water (diuresis). and to stimulate natriuresis and diuresis

The mammalian heart--in particular, and to have therapeutic effects on the
the atrial myocardium--possesses cells above mentioned diseases.
which contain numerous membrane-bound Ddhler and Forssmann's groups are
storage granules. These characteristic engaged in collaborative efforts in the
secretory granules resemble those of pep- search, structure elucidation, synthesis,
tide hormone-producing cells. It has and pharmaceutical development of new
been shown that crude tissue extracts of peptides, including ANF's. The methods
atrial myocardium produce a rapid and used by these groups include the extrac-
potent natriuretic response when injected tion of peptides from human hemofiltrate
intravenously Into nondiuretic rats. In by treatment with alginic acid. This
recent years efforts have been devoted to technique can be used for batches of up
the purification and chemical characteri- to 1000 liters. Large-scale purification
zation of cardiac hormones in rats and of the peptides is achieved in a single
other mammals. Numerous later publica- run by passing the extracted content of
tions, using cDNA and genome studies re- 10,000 to 100,000 liters through ion-
sulted in the demonstration of a family exchange chromatography columns. Addi-
of cardiac hormones, peptidic in nature, tional purification with purities of more
with interesting species homologies in than 95 percent is achieved by reverse-
human, porcine, bovine, rat, and mouse, phase chromatography. Biological activi-
Forssmann and his group discovered that ties are tested in cell cultures, iso-
the hitherto described short-chain pep- lated organs, and in vivo. Structure
tides are part of a precursor molecule elucidation is performed by gas-phase
composed of 126 amino acids. From a pre- amino acid sequence analysis. Since most
hormone of 151 amino acids a signal pep- biologically active peptides are circu-
tide of 25 amino acids is cleaved, re- lating in femtomole and picomole quanti-
sulting in the storage form of ANF (amino ties, a complete sequence analysis can be
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performed with a peptide quantity, ob- to achieve long operational life. These

tained from 1000 liters of hemofiltrate. microspheres have a mean diameter of 500

Synthesis of newly elucidated peptide microns and are weighted with biocompat-

structures with low molecular weight is ible metal particles to achieve a desired
performed by solid-phase technique. The specific gravity. Wet specific gravities
principle of this technique is the .2tep- up to 3.0 are achieved by this technique,
wise attachment of amino acids to an in- and the resulting beads are readily

soluble polymer. Benzhydrylamine resin fluidized in a two-phase (liquid-solid)
was chosen as a suitable insoluble poly- reactor. The microspheres are highly
mer support for the synthesis. The meth- porous with up to 90 percent of their
cds of attachment of each amino acid res- internal volume available for cell popu-
idue on the polymer is comprised of de- lation. The characteristic pore size of
protection by trifluoro-acetic acid, the microspheres can be tailored to ac-
washing to remove excess acid, neutrali- commodate different cell sizes. Typical-
zation with organic base, washing to re- ly, pores of 20 to 40 microns are em-
move formed salts, coupling of the next ployed; these are interconnected, facili-
amino acid using dicyclohexylcarboiimide tating the entrance of the cells and the
and, finally, washing to remove excess subsequent population of the entire ma-
reagent and by-products. Cleavage and trix.
concomitant deprotection of the peptide The microsphere production process,
is achieved by hydrogen fluoride (HF) in according to Venkat, results in a matrix
the presence of anisole. After removal morphology that has proven especially
of HF and thorough drying under vacuum, conducive to cell colonization and the
the resin is immediately extracted with attainment of high cell densities. Vi-
2N acetic acid, and the extracts are able cell concentrations (inside the
freeze-dried. The crude product is pur- beads) of 2x10 8 cells/ml for hybridomas
fled by preparative reverse-phase high- and 4x10 8 cells/ml for mammalian cells
pressure liquid chromatographic (HPLC) such as Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells
techniques. The freeze-dried product is are routinely achieved.
treated with ion exchange resin (acetate The fluidized bed reactor is de-
form) and is again freeze-dried. Synthe- signed to provide the mass transfer rates
sis of peptide structures with high mo- necessary to support the high cell den-
lecular weight (for example, ANF 1-126) sities attained inside the microspheres.
is performed by recombinant DNA tech- The reactor can be oxygenated up to
niques. cDNA, coding for the peptide, is 25 mg-mole/liter of reactor volume/hour
assembled by chemical synthesis. The by recycle flow through an external,
synthetic DNA is built into a plasmid silicone-rubber-membrane gas exchanger.
vector, which is incorporated into E. Flow velocity through the recycle flow is
coZi cells or into yeast cells. The pep- adjusted to achieve proper fluidization.
tide is then recovered and extracted from At the proper fluidizing flow rates, the
the cell culture. culture liquor separates easily from the

slurry mixture of populated microspheres
Production of Proteins in a zone near the top of the reactor

The large-scale production of pro- vessel. Typical solid fraction in the
teins by mammalian and hybridoma cells slurry is 40 percent. The vessel and
in a continuous bioreactor system was recycle loop have been designed to spe-
reported by K. Venkat (Verax Corporation, cifically avoid gas-liquid interfaces
Lebanon, New Hampshire, US). Venkat de- which cause foaming.
scribed a fluidized bed bioreactor system Venkat stated that the fluidized bed
for continuous culture with particular system scales up without difficulty at
emphasis on scale-up and long-term as- constant depth; increases in reactor vol-
ceptic operation. Cells are immobilized ume are obtained through expansion of
inside collagen-sponge beads (micro- bioreactor cross-sectional area. Twenty-
spheres), which are strongly cross-linked fold increase in reactor size has been
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achieved with good predictability, ac- ture process, compared to batch ai : -
cording to Venkat. batch cultures of hybridomas and attac,--

The bioreactor system lends itself ment-dependent cells, demonstrates large

well to full automation and computer con- potential reductions in the production

trol without human intervention except cost. For unpurified Mab's, Venket pre-

for routine maintenance on medium addi- dicts at least 50 percent. For proteins

tion, but, more importantly full auto- for medical use, such as Factor VIII,

mation largely eliminates human error tissue plasminogen activator (tPA), in-

which, according to Venkat, is often the terleukins and hormones, he predicts cul-

greatest contamination hazard to a cul- ture cost reductions of as much as 70
ture. percent. However, Venket concluded by

Comparative performance data were saying that while these economic models

presented for large-scale production of are sophisticated and are based on the

monoclonal antibodies (Mab) and mammalian best data available, only long-run and
cell-derived proteins for medical use. large-scale production experience wil

Typical volumetric productivities of 2.72 finally confirm the potential of this
to 272 mg/liter reactor/hr for Mab's and cultutre system.

0.073 to 73 mg/liter reactor/hr for mam-

malian cell proteins, respectively, can 3 ENZYMATIC AND MICROBIAL TRANSFORMATI@N

be expected. Furthermore, Venkat said

that by employing new and very strict A review of this topic was presented
asceptic technology, continuous produc- y M.R. Kula (Institute for Enzrmnliogy,
tion runs of up to 4000 hours have been University of Dusseldorf, KFA JUlich,

carried out. West Germany). The following paragraphs
Mammalian cells immobilized in this summarize the main points made by M.R.

culture system demonstrate higher cell- Kula and serve as an introduction to

specific yields and productivity than the the presentations in this scientific sec-

same cells in free-cell suspension or tion.
microcarrier culture. Proprietary medium In the chemical and pharmaceuti-al

improvements have led to a significant industry great efforts, besides the de-

increase in cell productivity. Immobl- velopment of new products, are presently
lized hybridomas demonstrate genetic sta- directed to improving processing. Par-

bility over at least 200 divisions, ticular attention is being paid to in-

whereas the same hybridomas in free-cell crease the conversion of raw materials

culture typically lose a large part, or and to lower the amount of waste; to find
all, of their productivity after about 40 alternate, energy saving technologies;

divisions, according to Venkat. This and to avoid unspecific chemical cataly-

characteristic is essential to a 4000- sis by strong acids or alkali. In this

hour culture of cells that divide in 14 context, enzymes (biological catalysts)

hours under fastest growth conditions, find increasing applicaLioIhs. New pro-

Also, cell growth is not generically es- duction routes for chiral amino acids by

sential to this system and so may be sup- biotransformation of chemical feedstocks

pressed--often, with significant gain in include L-lysine from 2-amino capro-

cell-specific productivity. lactame and L-cysteine from 2-amino-
A review of the design of key proc- thiazoline-4-carboxylic acid.

ess and hardware engineering parameters For the production of semisynthetic

to ensure reliable and optimum perfor- penicillins or cephalosporins, specific

mance of the system was also presented by amino acids (or hydroxy acids) are needed
Venket. These included construction ma- to replace the original side chain on

terials, selection of appropriate pumps, the beta lactam ring of the antibiotic,

valve design, sterilization, and asceptic thereby rendering the resulting molecule

operations procedures. more acid stable and less susceptible to

Venket stated that economic modeling cleavages by beta lactamases. Figure I

of this immobilized-ce]l, continuoug-cul- shows the structure of Ampicillin as an
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for example, epoxidation of olefins or

hydrolysis of nitriles. For the latter
H H S CH 3  reaction, enzymes offer unique possibili-

CH,- N CH 3  ties in the regiospecific conversion of
0 H COOH dinitriles or in the selective hydrolysis

to amides. Improved understanding of mi-
0O- - -,  H crobial physiology and modern techniques

,,iactamnng in molecular genetics are being applied

NH 2  , to develop such catalysts to their full
H / CH 3  potential. In addition, the bioreactor

HO- a C-C N 1 -CH 3  has to be optimized to make the best
H N- COOH possible use of that potential for con-

o H tinuous processing. The first enzyme-

catalyzed process to manufacture acryla-
IPoY- , 6- operncitanacd mide from acrylonitrile is currently com-

mercialized in Japan. Product concentra-

tions of greater than 40 percent are
obtained--a remarkable example that en-

Figure 1. Structure of Ampicillin. zyme techmology is not necessarily con-
fined to dilute solutions with the in-

herent handling of large volumes and high
exdmple. It contains D-p-hydroxyphenyl- cost for water separation.

glycine, a nonproteinaceous amino acid To overcome problems with solubility

with the unusual D configuration at the in water, reactions in the presence of a

chiral center. Several enzymatic routes water-immiscible solvent are being widely
have been described for the production investigated. An important field for

of this compound. The largest manufac- industry is the treatment of lipids and
turer utilizes an immobilized micro- oils--for example, for the gentle hy-

organism, catalyzing the stereoselective drolytic cleavage of sensitive fatty

cleavage of the hydantoin precursor into acids, the transesterification for up-

D-carbamoyl-p-hydruxyphenylglycine, which grading of palm oil fractions, etc. In

can be converted chemically to the de- such cases the lipid itself provides the

sired product with retention of configu- organic phase. In other applications
ration. The important feature of this organic solvents are employed and the

process is that an enzyme has been found i:mount of water in the system may be re-
sufficiently stable and active at slight- duced to a thin layer surrounding the

ly alkaline pH values, where the speed of protein surface. In biphasic reactors,

the chemical isomerization of the hydan- the overall reaction scheme is compli-

toin ring is fast enough to allow an al- cated by the addition of new equilibrium

most complete conversion of the starting and transport steps for which a data base
material into the chiral end product. The has still to be generated.

stereoselective cleavage by the hydanto- Limitation in water activity is also
inase acts like a sink to pull the iso- sought to drive hydrolytic enzymes in
merization and thereby replenishes the the direction of synthetic reactions. Ex-

substrate for the enzyme. According to amples are the esterification of carbox-
Kula, it is the combination of chemical ylic acids or peptide bond formation.

and enzymatic concepts which makes this Proteases and peptidases are currently
process so attractive and successful. It going through a boom of renewed interest

also teaches that chemicals not usually in their properties, kinetics, and spec-

present in living cells nevertheless are ificity for synthetic applications. One

targets for biotransformations. such example comes from the production of
In recent years, reactions previous- human insulin, still in growing demand

ly considered pure organic chemistry heve for the treatment of severe diabetes.

been investigated by biotechnologists-- About one-third of these patients need a
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substitution therapy corresponding to transformations. Yet enzymes app,,,r to
approximately 1.5-mg pure insulin per be especially well suited, Kula <d, to
day, which leads to a predicted estimate selectively modify single positions in

of the annual world demand of approxi- such multifunctional molecules and these
mately 5 tons. Proteases have been em- provide a whole array of new products and

ployed to convert pig insulin into human new synthetic routes for productions.

insulin which requires an exchange of the New concepts in pharmacology are emerging
C-terminal alanine by threonine in the from new insights into the role of gl.-

B-chain. A commercial process utilizes a coproteins, receptor structures, and bio-
transpeptidation reaction catalyzed by logical recognition, creating a new de-

trypsin for this purpose. mand in this field. Besides, simple car-
By recombinant DNA technology human bohydrates are renewable resources and

insulin can now be produced also in dif- other uses than bioconversions into fuels
fere-c hosts and from different gene con- are highly desirable. Investigations and

structs, which may differ mainly in the progress in carbohydrate biotransforma-
requirement of postsynthetic modifica- tions have not yet reached a comparable
tions to convert precursor into the ac- intensity and scale as in the other

tive form, which contains two peptide topics discussed above. Kula stated,
chains held together by specific disul- however, that the successful development

fide bonds. The conversion of fusion of enzyme-catalyzed reactions in indus-
products is a new field of application of trial processes provides encouragement as
"old" enzymes under highly specialized well as expectation.

reaction conditions and has wide implica-

tions also for products other than human Microbical and Enzymatic Processes
insulin. The topic of microbial and enzymatic

Another frontier of development in processes for the production of biologi-

enzymatic conversions concerns coenzyme- cally and chemically useful compounds was

dependent reactions which require an ef- addressed by H. Yamada (Department of

ficient simultaneous regeneration. Dif- Agricultural Chemistry, Kyoto University,
ferent approaches are under investiga- Ky~to, Japan). Yamada and his group have
tion. Isolated enzymes and a modified recently been carrying out studies on the

coenzyme may be employed in an enzyme synthesis and transformations of various
membrane reactor for NADH-dependent re- biologically and chemically useful coen-

actions. Pilot plant studies have dem- zymes, amino acids, and amides, using

onstrated the technical feasibility and microbial enzymes as catalysts. The ba-

stable long-term performance. Regenera- sis for their investigations is that re-
tion in this case is carried out by actions catalyzed by enzymes and enzyme

formate dehydrogenase. As an alternate systems display far greater specificities
route, the bioconversion of 2-ketoiso- than more conventional forms of organic

caproate into L-leucine with Corynebac- reactions and, of all the reactions

teriwn glutamicwn was investigated, uti- available, enzymatic synthesis and trans-
lizing a glutamate-dependent transaminase formations have the greatest potential.

and the efficient ammonia fixation by Yamada presented two examples of enzy-
this organism to regenerate glutamate. matic processes for the production of
The necessary energy for the last step is D-amino acids and amides. These are de-

derived from glucose. The steady progress scribed in the following.

in recent years and accumulated data base Synthesis of D-phenylalanine and Re-

leads one to expect, according to Kula, lated D-Amino Acids. Dihydropyrimidinase

that coenzyme-dependent reactions are is an enzyme that catalyzes the ring-

just around the corner for large-scale opening reaction of dihydropyrimidines.
utilization. A crystalline preparation of microbial

Over the last decades carbohydrates dihydropyramidinase has been obtained by
other than glucose, fructose, and lactose Yamada and his group and has been char-

have not received much attention for bio- acterized in some detail. They have shown
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that this enzyme catalyzes the hydrolv- proposed a new process using a microbial
sis of a variety of 5-monosubstituted enzyme--nitrile hydratase--as a catalyst
D-hvdantoins including not only those for the hydration of the nitriles. The
of naturally occurring amino acids, but new enzyme, nitrile hydratase, was highly
also of some unnatural amino acids. For purified and characterized in some detail
example, D-forms of 5-phenyl-, 5-hydro- by Yamada and his group. They proved
xyphenyl-, 5-chlorophenyl-, 5-methoxy- that the enzyme catalyzes the hydra-
phenyl-, and 5-thienyl-hydantoins are tion of various aliphatic nitriles in-
well hydrolyzed to the corresponding D- cluding acrylonitrile and methacryloni-
forms of the N-carbamoyl glycine deriva- trile. Screening of microorganisms with
tives. The L-isomers of hydantoins are high enzymatic activity revealed that
spontaneously racemized under the mild Pseudomonas chlororaphis B23 showed the
alkaline conditions used for the enzy- highest enzymatic activity when grown
matic hydrolysis. Therefore, DL-hydanto- with isobutyronitrile as a major nitrogen
ins are completely converted to the cor- source. Although the microorganism pro-
responding D-forms of N-carbamoyl amino duces an amidase together with the hy-
acids. These N-carbamoyl amino acids are dratase during growth, the amidase is
quantitatively transformed to D-amino inactive towards acrylamide and methyl-
acids on treatment with NaNO2  under acrylamide. Therefore, theoretically,
acidic conditions. stoichiometric conversion of the nitriles

As a result of these fundamental to the amides is possible even when the
examinations of the production of D-amino hydratase contaminated with amidase is
acids, Yamada and coworkers have devel- used as the catalyst, according to
oped a new process for the production of Yamada. Practically, the reaction is
D-p-hydroxyphenylglycine. This amino carried out by exposing the nitriles di-
acid is an important component of semi- rectly with cells of the microorganism at
synthetic penicillins and cephalosporins low temperatures (usually 5-10-C).
and has so far been synthesized chemical- Under suitable conditions, more than
ly as a racemic mixture, which was then 400 g/l of acrylamide can be produced in
optically resolved through rather compli- a molar yield of nearly 100 percent, as
cated processes. In Yamada's process, stated by Yamada. In a similar man-
the starting substrate, DL-5-(p-hydroxy- ner, methacrylamide (200 g/l), acetamide
phenyl) hydantoin is synthesized through (150 g/l), propioamide (560 g/l), n-
a newly established amidoalkylation of butyramide (160 g/l and crotonamide
phenol with glyoxylic acid and urea under (200 g/l) can be produced.
acidic conditions. The hydantoin is then After optimization of the culture
hydrolyzed asymmetrically by the action conditions for Pseudomonas nitrile hy-
of microbial cells with high enzyme ac- dratase production, the enzyme activity
tivity. This step is followed by the in the grown cells was 900 times higher
decarbamoylation with NaNO 2 . The present than that previously reported. This pro-
process may be the most economical proc- cess is simple, clean, and rapid; re-
ess to date for large-scale production of quires no special equipment involving
D-p-hydroxyphenylglycine, according to energy; and yields a highly pure product.
Yamada. D-phenylglycine and D-valine can Yamada stated that the Kaneka Singapore
be produced in a similar manner. The Company will begin the commercial produc-
production plant for these amino acids tion of acrylamide using the immobilized
has been built at the Jurong Industrial cells of Pseudomonas chiororaphis B23
Estate of Singapore by Kaneka Singapore sometime in 1987.
Co. Recently, a crystalline nitrile hy-

Production of Acrylamide and Several dratase from Pseudomonas chZororaphis B23
Chemically Useful Amides. Acrylamide and has been prepared and characterized in
methylacrylamide are produced industrial- some detail by Yamada and his group. The
ly .s monomers for synthetic fibers, enzyme has a molecular weight of about
flocculant reagents, etc. Yamada has 100 kilodaltons and consists of four
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subunits Identical in molecular weight. Table 1
The enzyme contains approximately 4 gram Reaction conditions for the conversion
atom of iron (lll)/mole enzyme. The role of porcine insulin into human insulin.
of iron (III) in the enzymatic hydration
of nitriles is currently under investiga- Component Concentration
tion by Yamada and his group.

Threonine ester 1 M
Enzymatic Conversion of Insulin Acetic acid 2.5 M

The enzymatic conversion of porcine Water 20% (w/v)
insulin and biosynthetic insulin pre- N,N-Dimethylacetamide ;60%
cursors into human insulin was reported Porcine insulin 2-8 mM
by E. Rasmussen (Novo Industri A/S, Trypsin, porcine 0.01-0.2 mM
Bagsvaerd, Denmark). The conversion of
porcine insulin to a human insulin ester Temperature 120C
as used by Novo in the production of Reaction time 24 h
human insulin is a transpeptidation re-
action in which porcine insulin reacts not protonated. This means that the
with trypsin in a predominantly organic threonine must be present as an ester (or
medium to produce a human insulin ester anreonde An exple of an etionan amide). An example of the reaction
in a one-step reaction. The reaction conditions is given in Table 1. After
mechanism is as follows: first, porcine the necessary purification, the ester
insulin and trypsin form a Michaelis- the humar inatin te isten
Menten association complex, which sub- group of the human insulin ester is thensequntl byeliinaion f aanle frms cleaved off and the resulting human in-
sequently by elimination of alanine forms sulin is subsequently purified further
an acyl-enzyme compound. This acyl- to meet specifications for human use.
enzyme compound, which in the presence of
water would hydrolyze to trypsin and des- Rasmussen then discussed one of the
B30-insulin, reacts in the presence of an special problems encountered in the pro-
amine to form a new Michaelis-Menten com- duction of insulin by recombinant DNA
plex bewteen an amide of des-B30-insulin (rDNA) technology--i.e., how to produce a
and trypsin. If a threonine ester is two-chain molecule containing three di-
chosen as the amine, this amide of des- sulfide bridges. He then presented the
B30-(porcine) insulin is, in fact, a solutions developed at NOVO: single-cha n
human insulin ester. If the amine com- insulin precursors, which, during tti
ponent is present in a large excess the production in the manipulated microorga-
net result of the reaction is that por- nism (yeast), are folded correctly witi
cine insulin is converted to a human in- simultaneous formation of the correct
sulin ester. disulfide bridges and after isolation can

Rasmussen stated that in order to be converted to human insulin by simple
enable this reaction to proceed, the fol- enzymatic reactions.
lowing two conditions must be fulfilled: Two types of insulin precursors have

been produced at Novo by rDNA technol-
1. The water activity must be low. ogy. The first type has the amino acid

Otherwise the net result will be a simple sequence B(I-29-N-X-A (1-21), where B
tryptic hydrolysis of porcine insulin. (1-29) denotes residues (1-29) of the
Another effect of the low water activ- B-chain of human insulin; A (1-21) de-
ity--which is achieved by dissolving the notes the A-chain; and N are n nonbasic
reactants in a mixture of water and a amino acids. The peptide N-X can also be
water-miscible organic solvent--is that omitted. Examples of this type of pre-
practically no reaction takes place at cursor are:
the other basic amino acid of insulin,
i.e., the arginine at B22. * B (1-29)-A-(1-21)

2. The amino component must not be * B (1-29)-Ser-Lys-A(1-21)
in a zwitterionic state, i.e., the amine * B (1-29)-Ala-Ala-Lys-A-(1-21).
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These precursors can be converted to hu- ways towards the product desired, whereas
man insulin ester by the same transpep- by use of isolated enzymes the cost of
tidation reaction as described for the product recovery will be low because much
conversion of porcine insulin (after the fewer byproducts are formed.
necessary adjustment of the reaction con- Biomass, obtained by fermentation
ditions, Markusson et al. 1987). The with a costly effort of time, energy, and
further purification and final conversion nutrients, is an important byproduct
to human insulin follows a scheme similar which is usually discarded after separa-
to that used in the conversion of porcine tion. By biomass retention, an enhance-
insulin (loc. cit.). ment of productivity or conversion yield

The second type of insulin precursor could be possible for continuous fermen-
has the structure B(1-30)-X 1-X2-A(1-21), tation if the product-forming reaction
where B(I-30) denotes the B-chain of hu- steps are not linked strongly to cell
man insulin, A(]-21) the A-chain, and X1  growth. Ideally, according to Berke, all
and X2 two basic amino acids (alike or biomass can be used as a biocatalyst.
different). An example of this type is At high space/time yield of L-
B(1-30)-Lys-Arg-A(1-21). The conversion leucine formation, the growth rate of the
of this type of precursor proceeds in two microorganisms used by Berke and his
steps. First, the bond between Arg and group was low. Therefore, they investi-
A(I-21) is cleaved by trypsin, and sub- gated the applicability of biomass reten-
sequently the two basic residues, Arg and tion for chemostatic culture. After pre-
Lys, are removed by the action of car- liminary experiments with a fermentation
boxypeptidase B (Thim et al., 1987). The volume of 4 liters, a scale-up was per-
purification follows the normal column formed using a fermentation system with
purification scheme as used by Novo in 100 liters of fermentation volume. A
the production of monocompetent insulins, steam-sterilizable centrifugal separator

Rasmussen concluded that enzymatic was used for cell retention. At a concen-
conversion is of great importance in the tration of 50 g/l of cell dry weight, a
production of human insulin today, and conversion of 98 percent was reached at a
also in the years to come will play a space/time yield of 38 g of L-leucine per
central role in the production of human liter per day. A high selectivity was
insulin by rDNA technology. Whether in achieved, according to Berke. The con-
the future it will be possible to produce centration of L-leucine could be in-
insulin directly in microorganisms in creased up to the limit of solubility.
sufficient yields remains to be seen, but Berke indicated that these results give
one of Rasmussen's coworkers recently de- hints to improvements of the experimental
scribed direct production of insulin in setup, media composition, start-up pro-
small amounts in yeast (Thim et al., cedure, and retention time.
1987).

Enzymes as Catalysts
Microbical Conversion The topic of enzymes as practical

The microbial conversion of alpha catalysts in carbohydrate synthesis was
keto isocaproic acid to L-leucine was addressed by C.H. Wong (Department of
discussed by J. Berke (Degussa AG, Hanau, Chemistry, Texas A&M University, College
West Germany). This research was carried Station). Carbohydrates constitute a
out in collaboration with R. Wichman (KFA class of important molecules which are
JUlich GmbH, Jilich, West Germany). L- the current targets for synthetic organic
amino acids can be produced stereospecif- and medicinal chemists. Increasing evi-
ically from chemically produced precur- dence shows that this class of com-
sors, as a-keto carbonic acids, by bio- pounds plays a central role in immunology
catalysis. Berke said that the use of and other biochemical recognitions. Many
whole microorganisms as biocatalysts, in cell-surface glycoproteins containing
contrast to isolated enzymes enables the complex carbohydrate moieties carry
use of complex multistep reaction path- specific oligosaccharide determinants
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involved in specific receptor-ligand in- organisms is by recombination, by mating,

teractions. Chemical methods for the syn- or by protoplast fusion.

thesis of complex carbohydrates are high- The genetic information is encoded
ly developed but are complicated by mul- in the nuclear DNA. Many bacteria and

tiple protection and deprotection steps some yeasts also contain small DNA mol-

and by difficult problems in stereose- ecules (plasmids) which are inherited
lectivity. after cell division. These plasmids are

In connection with the interest of often used as vehicles (vectors) for
Wong and his group in developing practi- cloning DNA into the recipient organisms,

cal enzyme-catalyzed practical synthesis which is called recombinant DNA technol-

of organic molecules with biological sig- ogy or genetic engineering.

nificance, they have recently developed Genetic engineering gave new impetus
several enzymatic approaches to carbohy- to biotechnology since it transfers genes

drates and their derivatives. The en- from one organism to another--i.e., one

zymes, aldolases, are used in asymmetric that is easier to cultivate. By uptake

C-C formation for the synthesis of un- of the foreign genes, the microorganisms

usual and usual monosaccharides and for often are able to produce not only pro-

the preparation of isotopically labeled teins necessary for their metabolism, but

sugars. Lipases are used as catalysts to also other proteins which in nature are

selectively deprotect acylated sugars and produced only by animal or human orga-
to acylate free sugars. Hexokinases cou- nisms and therefore are often barely ac-

pled with an ATP regeneration are used cessible.
for selective phosphorylation of fluori- Well-known examples are human pro-

nated sugars. Alcohol dehydrogenases teins such as insulin, interferon, so-

coupled with NAD(P)H regeneration are moatostatin, and growth hormone. Also

used for selective reduction of acyl enzymes such as penicillin acylase as

furan derivatives and keto aldehyde well as virus envelope proteins (hepati-

acetals to alcohol derivatives which are tis B virus envelope protein) were pro-

precursors to L-sugars. Glysosyl trans- duced in this way by recombinant E. coli

ferases coupled with the regeneration of strains; the vectors used are often de-

UDP-sugar and UTP are used for synthesis rivatives of the plasmid pBR322. Recently
of oligosaccharides. According to Wong, some proteins (interferon, for example)

these enzyme products can be further con- have also been produced by recombinant

verted to different sugar derivatives of Bacillus subtilis and yeasts.
potential interest as pharmaceuticals. However, some proteins cannot be

produced by microorganisms. They are

4 FUNDAMENTALS OF BIOPROCESS ENGINEERING formed by genetically modified animal or
human cells. Such proteins are, for ex-

An overview of this topic was pre- ample, blood plasma components which are

sented by K.Sch~igerl (Institute of Chem- usually produced from blood serum. One

ical Engineering and Industrial Chemis- of the very important components is Fac-
try, University of Hanover, West Ger- tor VIII, a protein which plays an im-
many). He said that in general, micro- portant role in blood coagulation and

organisms have well-controlled metabolic which is absent from the blood of hemo-
sequences, designed for optimal growth in philiacs. Other proteins such as tissue

their natural environment. The tradi- plasminogen activator (tPA), to which
tional mechanism for changing their prop- urokinase belongs, are able to dissolve

erties for a commercial exploitation are blood clots and are therefore used for

mutation and selection. The low prob- the treatment of thrombosis in myocardial

ability of natural mutation (1 to 108) infarction. Other proteins which also

can be increased from I to 105 by chem- can be produced by genetic engineering

ical or physical mutagenesis. However, techniques are vaccines, hormones such

this method is still fairly inefficient, as calcitonin, and growth factors (in-

Another way to change the genetics of the terleukins I and II). The in vitro
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preparation of recombinant vectors for trolled gene. The latter type could
insertion and transformation are carried either be effected by the addition of a
out by genetic companies. For example, nutrient for the growth medium (as in the

Genetech Co., US, prepared genes used for case of lactose for the lac promoter) or
the formation of human insulin in E. coZi by removal of a nutrient (as with try-
bacteria and for the formation of Factor tophan and trp promoter/operator region).
VIII in animal cells (BHK [Baby Hamster However, control of metabolic promoters
Kidney]). on multicopy plasmids has not proved to

The question considered in this ses- be very successful. Therefore, metabol-
sion, Schigerl said, is how these cells ically controlled promoters generally
can be handled on a technical scale for were superceded by temperature-controlled
industrial production. The two main prob- systems. SchIgerl then discussed two
lems are how to overcome (1) biological types of these bacteria as follows:
hazards and (2) plasmid instability--
i.e., to maintain biological safety and I. Temperature-induced gene expres-
genetic stability. Stability is defined sion. The gene expression is controlled
in this context as the ability of trans- by the interaction between temperature-
formed cells to keep the plasmid un- sensitive-repressor (cl 587) and -promo-
changed during the growth of microorga- ter. By increasing the teiuper ture above
nisms manifesting their phenotypic chac- 42°C, the repressor is deactivated and
teristics. the gene is expressed; the product is

Natural plasmids maintained in bac- formed in large amounts, which strongly
terial host cells are very stable, even affects the viability of the bacteria.
in the absence of selection pressure. The The cell attempts to decompose the de-
plasmid maintenance is secured by the sired product. To avoid this, the prod-
replication control genes and the parti- uct is formed as a fusion protein, from
tion control genes, both of which are which the desired product is obtained by
present in the plasmid themselves. The fission.
functions expressed by the partition con- Ilie production is carried out in two
trol genes secure an even distribution of stages: in the first stage, the cells are
plasmid molecules at the point of cell cultivated at low temperatures (at about
division. In the cloning vector con- 30*C) and in the second stage, the tem-
struction from natural plasmids, only the perature is increased, the gene is ex-
replication control functions are usually pressed, and the product is formed in
selected. If cells are grown without large amounts. Since the cell cannot
being selected for the presence of the decompose the fusion proteins, it de-
plasmid the consequence often is the lack activates them by making them insoluble
of stability. Even with a high copy num- and decomposes them in the cell as "in-
ber, cloning vectors, which are usually clusion bodies." The separation of in-
stable, often become destabilized after clusion bodies of the fusion proteins
insertion of DNA fragments. from the cell-inherent proteins is easy.

By insertion of partition regions The "inclusion bodies" are separated by
into bacterial plasmids, it is often pos- centrifugation, renatured, cleaved, and
sible to avoid a significant decrease in isolated.
yields from cloned genes, even if the 2. Temperature-induced plasmid repli-
cells grow in the absence of selection cation. The copy numbers are low at a low
pressure. However, plasmid instability temperature (at about 300C). Therefore,
can also be avoided by using controllable the stability of the plasmid is high. The
expression vectors. production again occurs as a two-stage

Two basic systems are available for reaction. The cells are cultivated in the
developing controllable expression vec- first stage at a low temperature, and the
tors: either a temperature-sensitive re- fusion protein is formed in the second
pressor/promoter combination or one that stage at 42'C, where the repressor is de-
was derived from a metabolically con- activated, the plasmid replication is
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started, and the genes are expressed. productivity of the hybridoma cell line,
Their separation, renaturation, and CR-1606, to its environmental state.
cleavage occurs in a similar manner to Sinskey stated that three steps were im-
the downstream processing of fusion pro- portant in this development: (1) reduc-
teins produced by temperature-sensitive tion of the state variable set via sta-
gene expression. tistical experimental design, (2) func-

These techniques lead to a very high tional description of the initial meta-
transcription and to a large amount of bolic rates with respect to the reduced
fusion proteins, which may constitute 30 variable set, and (3) mechanistic and
percent of the total protein content of experimental characterization of the de-
the bacteria. Such a high level of ex- viations from the initial rate equations
pression would yield plasmid instability that occur at states other than the ini-
without promoter control. The dynamic be- tial state. An equation was subsequently
havior of these systems has not yet been developed relating the initial growth
investigated systematically according to rate to serum, ammonium, lactate, gluta-
Schigerl, though the optimum process con- mine, and cell concentrations, with serum
trol is strongly influenced by it. and ammonium exerting the greatest in-

fluence. The equation is a superposition
Bioreactors for Animal Cell Cultures of a noncompetitive inhibition relation

The topic of bioreactors for animal in ammonium and lactate, with Monod equa-
cell cultures was discussed by A.J. tions in serum and glutamine. The inhi-
Sinskey (Department of Applied Biological bition constants were inversely propor-
Sciences, Massachusetts Institute of tional to the ammonium and lactate
Technology, Cambridge). He indicated levels, while the Monod constant for the
that the need for mammalian cell culture serum level was proportional to the -0.2
biorectors is expanding. The primary power of the cell concentration.
reason is the need for the production of The instability of the growth-
therapeutic proteins including monoclonal promoting activity of serum was also
antibodies (Mabs). In vitro cultivation demonstrated. This instability may be
of mammalian cells allows for standard responsible for the rapid decline in the
production processes of such proteins and growth rate that was observed in low
in many cases is the only acceptable serum cultures, according to Sinskey. The
technology, according to Sinskey. addition of thiols, or the elimination of

Although many bioreactors are avail- cystine, a disulfide, from the media was
able, Sinskey thinks that an objective shown to stabilize the growth-promoting
characterization of biorector performance activity of serum, thus suggesting an im-
is lacking. Bioreactors can be chosen on portant role for the oxidation/reduction
the basis of objective criteria including state of the culture. Thiols were also
scalability in terms of surface to volume shown to stimulate growth in low serum
ratios, oxygen transfer, and shear prop- medium at low initial cell levels. This
erties. He said that bioreactors em- stimulatory effect of thiols was reduced
ploying high-density techniques--i.e., as the initial cell concentration was in-
hollow fiber reactors, encapsulated sys- creased. Sinskey considers that these re-
tems, or matrix support--are more dif- sults suggest that the spontaneous oxida-
ficult to evaluate and characterize. tion of active thiols in serum is respon-

Currently, the lack of mathematical sible for the instability of serum activ-
descriptions of mammalian cell culture ity, as well as for the declining growth
kinetics limits the ability to optimally rates in low serum cultures. Sinskey hyp-
design and control animal cell biore- othesized that these thiols may actually
actors, according to Sinskey. As a model be dithiols, such as lipoic acid.
to overcoming such limitations, Sinskey The utility of the mathematical re-
discussed a strategy for developing math- lations developed for a fed-batch biore-
ematical equations relating both the actor was demonstrated by using Kelley's
growth rate and the specific antibody Transformation to determine the optimal
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control policy of a fed-batch culture of two-stage fermentation system in combina-
CRL-1606 hybridomas. Experimental imple- tion with a temperature-sensitive gene
mentation of an optimal control policy switching system offers the possibility
determined thus resulted in cell and of minimizing the instability problem of
antibody levels twice those which are high expression recombinants in contin-
typically obtained in batch cultures. The uous production of cloned gene product.
resulting growth rate, cell, glutamine, The use of a thermoinducible promoter-
ammonium, and antibody profiles were rea- operator enabled Ryu and his group to
sonably predicted from a numerical fed- separate the growth and production stages
batch simulation only if serum instabil- by simply adjusting the culture tempera-
Ity was included. According to Sinskey, ture. They were then able to grow the
the results strongly indicate that both cells under the repressed state with very
ammonium accumulation and serum instabil- little or no expression of the cloned
ity limit the productivity of fed-batch gene product in the first stage and
mammalian cultures. thereby minimize the expression-related

instability problem. When expression is
Evaluation of Gene Expression and Recom- desired, it can easily be turned on by a
bilnant Fermentation Processes temperature shift in the second produc-

The evaluation of gene expression tion stage.
efficiency and performance of recombinant Thus, Ryu said that the two-stage
fermentation processes was discussed by system makes it very convenient to study
D.D.Y. Ryu (Department of Chemical En- the fermentation variables under both the
gineering, University of California, repressed and derepressed (or expressed)
Davis). Genetic stability of certain conditions by operating the first stage
recombinant microorganisms is one of the at a lower temperature and the second
most important problems in scaling up and stage at a slightly higher temperature.
commercialization of the recombinant fer- Since the recombinant cells can be main-
mentation processes, according to Ryu. tained stable even under high expression
It has been reported that the presence of condition, the two-stage continuous bio-
certain plasmids in high copy number has reactor system also permits the study of
a deleterious effect on the host cell, the effects of fermentation parameters on
especially in the case of high expression gene expression of recombinant organisms
plasmids. under better controlled conditions than

Several modes of bioreactor opera- is possible in a single-stage condition
tion have been proposed by Ryu and his or batch culture system.
group to maximize the concentration of Ryu discussed the following points:
cloned gene product and the productivity
of a bioreactor system for the unstable * The development of a genetically
recombinant cell cultures. For the pur- structured mathematical model for
pose of stabilizing the recombinant product formation in a two-stage con-
cells, several methods such as insertion tinuous bioreactor
of the genes involved in the partitioning * Application of such a predictive ki-
of plasmids (par, cer, etc.), introduc- netic model to evaluation of per-
tion of internal and external selection formance of recombinant fermenta-
pressure, and genetic modification of the tion
host-cell genotype have been suggested * Examination of the dynamics of heter-
and evaluated. ogeneous cell population in a two-

One strategy to deal with the re- stage continuous culture system
combinant cells which are unstable due * Development of a general methodology
to an increased productivity of cloned for evaluation of the gene ex-
gene is to separate the growth stage from pression efficiency for gene prod-
the production stage by controlling the uct of new recombinants constructed
levels of cloned gene expression by using having a certain "host cell-gene"
a genetic switch. According to Ryu, a system
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* Determination of kinetic parameters Scale-Up and Manufac'ure of Drugs Pro-
closely related to the plasmid insta- duced by Recombinant Organisms
bility. This subject was discussed by D.M.

Fenton (AmGen Company, Oak Terrace, Cali-

A partial list of the key param- fornia). Fenton focused on important
eters of the model includes the plasmid parameters which should be considered
segregation rate, growth ratio of during research and development of new
plasmid-harboring cell to plasmid-free proteinaceous drug substances produced
cell, specific growth rate of recom- using recombinant DNA (rDNA) technology.
binant cell, plasmid content or gene He stated that it is imperative that the
concentration, the rates of transcription ultimate scale of product manufacture be
and translation, and others. In order considered in the early stages of molec-
to develop a general methodology for ular biology research. The ease of per-
evaluation of the gene expression effi- forming molecular manipulations should
ciency for gene product, theoretical not determine the host or vector system
and experimental studies were under- used, according to Fenton. The choice -f
taken by Ryu and coworkers using recom- hosts, whether E. coli, yeast, bacillus,
binant E. coli K12AHlAtrp/pPLc23 trpAl or mammalian cells should be based on the
as a "gene-host cell" model system hosts's ability to produce an in vivo
in a two-stage continuous culture sys- active protein and the feasibility of
tem. producing sufficient quantity of product

The theoretical analysis of cell in a cost effective manner. Fenton thinks
population dynamics showed that the re- that given the current state of the art,
combinant cells could be maintained a prototrophic !?. c&Zi strain possessiaig
stable for a prolonged time in a two- extensive phage resistance and a stable
stage continuous culture system. Fer- inducible vector system should be used
mentation performance of the recom- whenever possible. The use of hosts other
binant E. coli cells in a two-stage con- than E. coli for intracellularly produced
tinuous bioreactor system was examined proteins is probably limited to products
experimentally, and the gene expression such as hepatitis B vaccine where some
efficiency of the cloned gene product post-translational modification of the
was determined based on the kinetic expressed protein is required or solubil-
model proposed by Ryu. Based on their ization of inclusion bodies and correct
experimental results, the gene expres- refolding of the denatured protein is
sion efficiency of the model system was difficult. Although product secretion
found to be about two-fold more ef- into the fermentation media offers sev-
ficient (i.e., 41.8 mg TrpA protein/mg eral advantages for large-scale produc-
plasmid DNA) as compared with the tion, yeast and bacillus secretion sys-
average rate of protein biosynthesis by tems have not yet attained production
E. coli cells. The performance of two- levels comparable with E. coii systems
stage recombinant fermentation was also nor of glycosylation patterns comparable
simulated using the mathematical model to mammalian cells, and their use at this
developed. Ryu stated that general trends time is probably limited, according to
obtained from the model simulation agreed Fenton. If correct glycosylation is
reasonably well with the currently avail- necessary for biological activity and
able experimental data, although further mammalian cells must be used, a shear
refinements needed to be made. Ryu insensitive cell line capable of growth
thinks that the methodology summarized and product synthesis in low serum cul-
above could be used for evaluations of ture should be developed.
the gene expression efficiency of other Following research maximizing ex-
genetically engineered recombinants and pression levels in a molecular biology
of the performance of recombinant fermen- group, a project devoted to the pro-
tation process for a given "host cell- duction of a new drug substance usual-
gene" system. ly moves into fermentation research.
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The goal of fermentation research, ac- denatured proteins can severely compli-

cording to Fenton, is to increase the cate product purification. Therefore,

scale of fermentation from flask to Fenton suggests that product recovery is

small fermentor and to increase fermenta- best served by inactivation procedures

tion productivity. Increased fermentor which affect lipid or cell wall compo-

productivity involves, first of all, op- nents and do not precipitate or modify

timization of the expression of the re- cellular proteins.

combinant product. Classical selection In protein purification research the

techniques are often employed to isolate goal is to quickly develop a purification

highly expressing host strains. Protein procedure capable of producing milligram

expression is also often increased two- or gram quatities of protein so that tox-

to ten-fold by manipulation of fermenta- icity and animal efficacy studies can be-
tion conditions. For example, work at gin, according to Fenton. Product purity

AmGen has shown that by increasing the and product characterization are of pri-

concentration of available amino acids mary concern while manufacturing cost and

and glucose during product synthesis in process scalability are of secondary im-

E. eoZi fermentation, the intracellular portance. Fenton said that a great deal
concentration of insulinlike growth fac- of effort is devoted to protein charac-

tor can be increased from 3 mg/g dry cell terization and the development of final
weight to 30 mg/g dry cell weight. It product specifications. Effective com-

has also been demonstrated that the in- munication between the protein chemist
tracellular accumulation of recombinant and the fermentation scientist is criti-

products in E. coli can be enhanced under cal at this stage of development. Fer-
conditions which limit cell growth. In mentation techniques maximizing product

the case of intracellular products, fer- concentration can cause unwanted modifi-
mentation productivity can also be in- cations of highly expressed protein. For
creased by increasing the number of cells example, in E. coZi the percentage of

per liter. High cell density fermenta- methionyl, formyl methionyl, and des-

tions are usually attained by controlled methionyl protein can be altered by fer-
feeding strategies which limit the accu- mentation conditions. In mammalian cells

mulation of toxic metabolites, according the pattern of product gylcosylation can
to Fenton. However, he stressed that par- be changed. However, according to Fenton,

ticular attention must be paid to media although product characterization is im-
components and fermentation physical pa- portant, the protein chemist must always
rameters during the induction of the gene remember the ultimate scale of manufac-
and subsequent product synthesis. Nutri- ture. Techniques such as gel filtration

ent limitation during product expression and affinity chromatography should be
can have an adverse effect on product avoided if the mature market size re-

integrity. Depletion of amino acid pools quires kilograms o. product. Highly ex-
can result in amino acid substitutions in pressed intracellular proteins and extra-

highly expressed products in E. coli. cellular proteins produced in media con-

In the US and in many European coun- taining limited amounts of extraneous

tries, it is a requirement that above a protein can usually be purified using
10-liter scale the recombinant microbe scalable methods such as ion exchange and

must be inactivated before it is exposed hydrophobic chromatography.
to the environment. Thus, according to Fenton stated that if a product is
Fenton, methods are usually developed in pursued into human clinical trials, fer-

fermentation research to inactivate the mentation and purification process de-

microbe in the fermentor in a manner velopment is usually initiated. The goal

which does not affect downstream product of process development is to ensure that

recovery. For example, extreme pH can be one is capable of producing projected
used to inactivate microbial cells. How- market requirements in an existing or
ever, these conditions denature and pre- planned manufacturing facility. In ad-

clpftat4, Intracellular proteins. These dition, manufacturing cost conslderations
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become cr-,Lcal items. Low-cost fermen- eratlon to the application of biotech-
tation media components must be eval- nology and horizontally between research
uated, and methods must be developed for institutes or enterpises working on the
purification resin recycle. Processes same subject. Via cooperation, the in-
which cannot be scaled due to physical novative potential of biotechnology can
limitation are corrected. For example, be exploited much faster than by estab-
due to the high oxygen and heat transfer lishing more individual research depart-
rates achievable in small fermentors, mi- ments. This is the basic consideration
crobial cells can be grown at near their of the BIOTECHNICA concept and its mul-
maximum growth rate to high cell densi- tiple communication levels.
ties. In larger fermentors, it becomes This report of the scientific pres-
necessary to allow high densities to be entations shows that much progress is
reached, being made not only in basic research in

The final task of the process devel- biotechnology but also in the application
opment group, according to Fenton, is to of this research to products for the
work with the manufacturing group to en- market. It is also evident that produc-
sure that sufficient quantities of prod- tion poses .any problems that must be
uct are available for clinical trials and resolved by the manufacturing companies
market entry. The manufacturing group but that progress has also been made in
must successfuliy implement the proto- this area.
cols developed by research and process
development with the added constraints 6 REFERENCES
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